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要旨（英文 800 語程度） 

Thesis Summary （approx.800 English Words ） 

Classifying graphs into different classes based on their structure 

is a problem which has become increasingly popular in recent years 

and that has many useful applications. Using various techniques to 

represent real world data as mathematical graphs and then classifying 

these graphs using different machine learning approaches; it has 

become possible to detect certain types of cancers, classify proteins 

by their enzyme class, which is very useful in bioinformatics, 

predicting weather, and much more. 

Classifying graphs can be done in many different ways. The 

approach to classifying graphs taken in this thesis is one based on 

graph kernels and support vector machines, where we consider the 

supervised machine learning setting. This approach works as follows. 

We use different graph kernels to represent graphs as mathematical 

vectors. These vectors are then used to train a support vector machine 

to find a separating hyperplane which accurately classifies the 

vectors. Using this separating hyperplane, we are then able to 

predict the class of future graphs by transforming them into vectors 

using a graph kernel, and then testing which side of the separating 

hyperplane they lie.  In recent years a large number of graphs 

kernels have been proposed, all with different weaknesses and 

strengths. Different graph kernels represent graphs as vectors by 

considering different properties of the graphs. 



In this thesis we mainly investigate two different graph 

kernels, the well known and popular shortest path kernel and the 

recently published generalized shortest path kernel. The shortest 

path kernel compares graphs based on the number of node pairs which 

have a shortest path of the same length. Our new generalized shortest 

path kernel, just like the shortest path kernel, compares graphs 

based on the shortest path length, but it also compares graphs based 

on the number of shortest paths between node pairs. This means that 

the generalized shortest path kernel considers more information in 

a graph than the shortest path kernel. We compare these two graph 

kernels in the task of classifying graphs by the number of clusters 

they contain. By a cluster we mean a part of a graph which has a higher 

density of edges inside the cluster, as compared to between different 

clusters. Graphs with cluster structure are common in real world 

situations and are widely studied by researchers. A cluster in a graph 

can for instance represent a group of friends, in a social network 

graph.  

The result of our work is an analysis of, in which situations, 

and why, the generalized shortest path kernel outperforms the 

shortest path kernel. In our analysis we are able to identify for 

which particular problems the generalized shortest path kernel can 

solve the problem with high accuracy and when it is not able to do 

so. We also provide a lot experimental results, which show that for 

a large number of datasets the generalized shortest path kernel 

outperforms the shortest path kernel. We provide several random 

models for generating random cluster graphs, which we use in our 

experiments in order to test the performance of the graph kernels. 

備考 : 論文要旨は、和文 2000字と英文 300語を 1部ずつ提出するか、もしくは英文 800語を 1部提出してください。 

Note : Thesis Summary should be submitted in either a copy of  2000 Japanese Characters and 300 Words (Engｌish) or 1copy of 800 

Words (English). 
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